Headstone Manor & Museum Copyright and
Takedown Policy
Photographs and images on the Headstone Manor & Museum website are subject to copyright. This
includes images within object records on our online catalogue.
Headstone Manor & Museum has undertaken due diligence to ensure that images are reproduced
with the consent of the copyright holders. However, the Museum has not been able to trace all
copyright holders, especially for older material in the museum or archive. Any information or enquiries
regarding our copyright policy should email collections@headstonemanor.org.
As a visitor to our website, you are permitted to view the images and download them for personal use
and private study. You may share images which are watermarked © London Borough of
Harrow/Headstone Manor Museum on social media. However, images which are marked with other
copyright notices (e.g. © Francis Frith) may not be shared on social media. The reason for this is
because social media does not qualify as ‘personal use’ under copyright law.
We recognize our responsibility to ensure the accuracy of copyright information provided on the
catalogue. However, we are not liable for any breach of copyright law made by users when using
content displayed on our site.
High resolution images of our collection are available for purchase and license. If you'd like to contact
us regarding reproducing images from the catalogue please email us on
collections@headstonemanor.org. Fees and charges are available to view here.
Headstone Manor & Museum works with a takedown policy. We will remove images if contacted by
the copyright holder, or make suitable adjustments to the catalogue entry. If you believe you hold the
rights to one of the images you see on our catalogue, please email collections@headstonemanor.org
with the following information:
•
•
•
•

Contact details (name, email address, phone number)
The object Reference Number/Object number
The nature of the complaint
A statement that you are the copyright holder/are authorised to act on behalf of the copyright
holder. You may be required to provide proof of this ownership.
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